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FOREWORD

Developing an Operational Annual Plan for the Use of
Labor Market Information: -Guidelines and Procedures is one
of two products developed for the Fort Wayne (Indiana) Area
Consortium. These products are intended to assist the staff
of the consortium fly providing guidelines and detailed pro-
cedures for gathering and usirg labor market information.

The contributions of the Fort Wayne Area. Consortium
in planning and participating in the development of these
products are gratefully acknowledged. Appreciation also
is expressed to project staff. Gale Zahniser, Program
Associate, was the major author, and Brian Fitch was the
Program Director.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for
Research in Vocational
Tducation



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Labor market information is acknowledged as one of the
key ingredients of the planning process that CETA prime sponsors-
utilize for determining local-level employment and training
needs. All too often, labor market information is used almost
exclusively for preparation of the annual and master plans and
grant applications that the local prime sponsor submits to the
U.S. Department of Labor. However, data and information that
are collected as labor market information have a wide variety
of uses beyond the preparation of an annual plan. Labor market
information can be applied to all phases of a prime sponsor
agency's planning, management, and operational tasks.

This report has been developed so that prime sponsor agency
directors and their staff members who are responsible for labor
market information can have a set of guidelines to follow for
developing an agency-wide plan for the operational use of labor
market informatiOn. The body of the report outlines step-by-step
procedures for creating such a plan. A brief discussion of
pertinent issues, questions, and concerns accompanies each
procedural step. Then, in attached appendices, sample forms are
provided for the work that needs to be done for the completion
of the plan. The report itself is written in the form of
suggested guidelines. By following the outlined procedures, a
comprehensive operational plan can be developed for the use of
labor market information.

The main body of the report has four sections. The first
is the section containing the suggested procedures to be followed
in the planning process. Sections two, three, and four are
appendices and are samples of.forms that can be used in the
development of the actual plan. Appendix A contains three aets
of interviewing forms, or questionnaires--one for the director
of the local employment and training agency; one for key
management and operations staff members; and one for external
economic development, social service, and community planning
agencies. These are included becatoe most of the information
needed to create the plan comes from these three sources.
Appendix B is composed of summary planning worksheets. Appendix C
contains a second set of sample summary worksheets on which to
display data gathered from the interview questionnaires.
Appendix D contains preliminary information for the development of
an annual operational plan for the use of labor market inf.ormation
for the Fort Wayne (Indiana) Area Consortium. Much of the
conceptual work for this report was based on field work in that
city and on consultation with 4gency staff members.
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INTRODUCTION

Labor market information is acknowledged as one of the
key ingredients for the planning process that CETA prime
sponsors utilize for determining local level employment and
training programs and services. However, all too often,
labor market information is used almost exclusively for pre-
paration of the annual and master plans and grant applications
that the local prime sponsor submits to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor. When used in this way, the term "labor
market information" becomes the preparation of an analysis
of local economic and demographic trends that describes
and explores the context of, and factors that affect, an
area's employment demand and labor supply. The analysis
describes long-term and recent historical trends for the
two major categories, as well as thr2 current situation and
expected future developments. Extensive quantitative data
are gathered, analyzed, and interpreted for the preparation
of this analysis, the end result of which is two basic sets
of recommendations: (1) specific groups of people in the
local population for whom employment and training programs
should be designed; and (2) specific occupations in the
local labor market for which the selected individuals or
population groups should be trained.

This use of the term "labor market information" is
a good, correct, and useful one. However, by defining it
in this way, the use of labor market information within a
prime sponsor's agency can become limited and highly
specialized. And in turn, the idea can be lost that the
use of labor market information described above is neither
the only nor necessarily the best for the agency. Data
and information that are collected as labor market informa-
tion for an agency have a wide variety of uses and can be
applied to all phases of a prime sponsor agency's planning,
management, and operational tasks. In fact, labor market
information is not just a key ingredient for a local prime
sponsor's planning process; it is a key ingredient for a
majority of the tasks, efrorts, and activities required :-.)f
a prime sponsor agency's administrative and operational
staff.

This report has been developed so that prime sponsor
agency directors and their staff members who are responsible
for labor market information can have a set of guidelines
to follow for developing an agency-wide plan for the opera-
tional use of labor market information. The body of the



report outlines step-by-step procedures for creating such
a plan. A brief discussion of pertinent issues, questions,
and concerns accompanies each procedural step. Then, in
attached appendices, sample forms are provided for the work
that needs to be done for the completion of the plan. The
report itself is written in the form of suggested guide-
lines. By following the outlined procedures, a compre-
hensive operational plan can be developed for the use of
labor market information. However, a prime sponsor director,
or a staff member responsible for the plan, should feel
free to make alterations. Because of staffing shov:ages,
timing constraints, or other obstacles, the creation of a
comprehensive plan may not be possible. As a result, both
the planning process and the forms included in the appendices
can be altered. Everything in the report is offered as a
sample or model. Those using it are encouraged to
adapt what is offered here in a way that best suits their
needs and interests.

9
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OVERVIEW

The central objective of this report is to help the
administrator and staff of a local CETA agency utilize labor

,
market information more widely and effectively for planning
and operational purposes. As such, this means two things:
(1) the use of labor market information must be developed
in such a way as to help administrators adjust agency oper-
ations to changing, external socioeconomic objectives and

priorities; and (2) the use of 1.abor market information
must be developed in such a way as to support and be in
accordance with agency-wide program objectives and service

priorities. In order for this to happen, however, as noted
in the introduction, a shift must occur in the agency's

use of labor market information from a narrow emphasis
(often limited to the preparation of annual grant,ap-

plications and concerned primarily with technical aspects
of data collection and use) to a wider, more flexible emphasis
(one that tailors the use of labor market information to
the ongoing needs of many individuals within the agency).

The emphasis of this report is not on the technical
aspects of labor market information and its use. Such an
emphasis would include a discussion of how.to develop local
level labor supply and employment demand data that are
_statistically rele,)ant or of whether the monthly unemploy-

ment rate accurately reflects the number of locally unem-

ployed individuals. While these concerns are extremely
important for both data users and producers, they are over-
shadowed in this instance by other ones. These are (1)

the tailoring of labor market information to the needs of
staff members within the agency (and also CETA clients);
and (2) a more thorough interpretation, utilization, and

`dissemination of a wide variety of already existing labor

market information.

The operational planning procedures and attached

forms found in this report will help administrators and
staff members of the local CETA agency undertake the

task of utilizing labor market information more effectively

and widely. Briefly, the way in which it will do this is

by (1) assisting staff members responsible for labor market
information in developing an understanding of agency-wide

goals and objectives; (2) assisting these same staff members

in identifying external, socioeconomic goals and objectives

to which the CETA agency must respond; (3) helping staff identify



agency-wide, unmet labor market information and data needs;
(4) enabling staff to translate these needs into a work
schedule that ranks the needs according to their importance
for overall agency goals and objectives; and (5) helping
staff locate alternative and/or external resources that may
expand the agency's cipacity'to address the unmet needs.
In short, the following pages will assist labor market in-
formation specialists on a CFTA prime sponsor's staff in
creating a "road map" to guide them in the preparation of
an agency-wide operational plan for addressing unmet labor
market information needs.

p
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DESCRIPTION OF REPORT

The main body of the report has four sections. The
first is the section containing the suggested procedures to
be followed in the planning process. There are sixteen of
these. They enable the person or persons responsible for
labor market information to follow a step-by-step process
in developing an agency-wide operational plan for the use
of labor market information. Under each procedural heading..
there is a discussion of pertinent issues, concerns, and
considerations that need.a staff member's attention.

Sections two, three, and four are appendices and are
samples of forms that can be used in the development of
the actual plan. The first of these, Appendix A, contains
three sets of interviewing_forms, or questionnaires--one
for the director of the local employment and training
(i.e., CETA) agency; one for key management and operations
staff members; and one for external economic development,
social service, and community planning agencies. These are
included because most of the information needed to create the

plan comes from these three sources. From this information,
agency goals and objectives can be more clearly defined;
projects, tasks, and activities--planning, research, and
operational- -that support those objectives can be more
specifically identified, and alternative resources for
carrying out many of the tasks can be found.

Appendix B is composed of summary planning worksheets.
Information gathered from the interview questionnaires is
transferred onto these sheets, according to prescribed
classifications and categories. The use of these forms
allows those responsible for developing the plan to display
the collected data in such a way that decisions can be
made regarding (1) the importance to the agency of a given

,labor market information need; (2) factors that should be
considered before a final decision is made regarding the
importance of a given project; task, or activity to address

the need; and (3) options or alternative resources outside
the CETA agency for meeting th need. In addition to the

i
basic recording forms, the fol owing items are included:

(1) sample worksheets are included for a final listing of
projects, tasks, or activities for meeting unmet labor
market information needs that are to become part of the
work schedule for the coming year; (2) a general planning
calendar guide so that the flow of the work throughout the

year can be traced; and (3) an example of a profile sheet



for each project, task, or activity undertaken so that its
major components can be seen easily and progress toward
completion can be monitored regularly.

An added feature of the worksheets and sample forms
in Appendix B is that several of them are designed as
reference sources. These, for example, can indicate where
the CETA staff members can rapidly locate external
agencies offering information and date needed foz program
planning and operation. Also, a summary of unmet research,
planning, and programmatic needs related to employment and
training of the local area can be established. And, a
data base can be developed that will be helpful when the
time arrives for updating the plan.

Appendix C contains a second set of sample summary
worksheets on uhicn to display data gathered from the in-
terview questionnaires. Unlike those in Appendix B, these
(there'are four) relate to interagency coordination be-
tween the local CETA agency and others involved in socio-
economir; developh.ant and planning. This section is impor-
tant because much of the work of the staff responsible for
labor market information depends upon positive and active
relationships with other agencies. Fro: These forms, the
labor market information staff can (1) begin to trace
present and potential coordination patterns between CETA
and these other aaencies; (2) determine specific contribu-
tions that CETA and the other agencies can make to each
ot.ber's operations; (3) determine rapidly the specific
kind of work being dandertaken in these agencies; and (4)
establish a reference file that will display summary in-
form-%tion easily and quick.Ly.

This series of worksheet is important, not because
it contributes to the actual development of the operational
plan, but rather because it is siglificant for the im-
plementation of the work schedule that evolves from the
planning process.

There is one final section to the report. This is Ap-
pendix D, which is composed of preliminary information for
the development of an annual operationalTlan for the use
of labor market inforMation for the Fort Wayne, Indiana
Consortium (the local CETA prime sponsor for the city of
Fort Wayne and the counties of Adams, Alleh, DeKalb,
Lagrange, Noble, and Whitley). Much of the conceptual work
for the report was based on field work conducted there from
the 13 to 16 July 1981, and on consultation with
agency staff members responstbIelfor labor market informa-
tion. Although the entire operational planning process
has not been implement0 by the Consortium, preliminary

13
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interviews were conducted and valuable data gathered. The
information presented in the addendum is a good example of
typical operational unmet labor market information heeds
that can be fouhd in a 1o9a1 CETA agency. It would be
necessary to refine and 4001ement this data with additonal
information before it ebted'gerve as the basis of an oper-
ational plan; howev6r, it does illustrate the type and
variety of information that would be available for the
planning process.

A
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PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES

Introduction

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) was
first enacted in 1973. From the beginning of CETA, a requirement
was' placed in the legislation that an al.alysis of the local labor
market be included as part of the annual plans which local prime
sponsors subMitted to the U.S. Department of Labor. Consequently,
it is likely that all prime sponsor agencies have experience

, with the development, use, analysis, and interpretation of labor/)
market information.

It is also quite probable that most agencies have utilized
labor market information for operational, as well as planning
purposes. However, the extent to which this has been done
undoubtedly has varied greatly. The personal interests and
abilities of labor market staff members, the particular interests
and needs of agency administrators, and planning requirements
imposed by the U.S. DepartMent of Labor all determine the extent
to which time was allotted to using labor market information for
operational tasks.

Often, during the early and mid-1970s, time allotted to
the development of labor market information for operational tasks
was necessarily limited. This was because for planning functions
alone, there were more unmet data and information needs than
there are today; as aresult, much of the labor market staff's
time had to be devoted to the technical aspects of developing
and using labor market, information. Uses of labor market
information for operational purposes generally were of secondary
importance, and, when undertaken, were not selected in a systematic
way.

Today, many of the unmet data needs mentioned above still
exist-, and the technical aspects of data development and use are
yet important. However, over the past eight years, some improve-
ments have evolved to address these needs. For example, the
State Employment Security Agencies have been extremely cooperative
in developing data needed for prime sponsor planninj on the local
level. Additionally, programs such as the Occupational Employ-
ment Statistics program and surveys such as the National Survey
of Income and Education conducted in the mid-1970s have helped
fill some of the data gaps and update the data that were produced
by the 1970 Census of Population.

As a result most local CETA agencies can provide abroad
(if somewhat static) overview of events, trends, and expected
outlooks for their local labor market, which satisfies the basic
annual planning requirements outlined by the U.S. Department of
Labor. Also because of this, prime sponsor staffs have more
time to devote to developing a variety of ,operational uses for
labor market infor.aation. To do this,, hoWever, labor market

8 15



information specialists of the local CETA agency eventually willneed to undertake such tasks as the following: (1) locate data
and information that permit a more detailed analysis of the locallabor market; (2) develop more detailed data through the use oflocally designed and administered surveys; and (3) interpret,analyze, and use already existing data in such a way that a clearer
explanation of local labor market dynamics emerges for agencystaff and administrators.

Before doing such tasks, however, the labor market infor-mation staff has a major responsibility first of all to define
operational needs for labor market information and secondly toassign some order of importance to these needs. This is neces-
sary in order to give both direction and structure to tasks such
as those listed in the precedi paragraph. By its very nature,
the work of the labor market i formation staff can either go in
too many directions at once ( th staff responding in
ized fashion to information r uests from internal staff and ex-
ternal agencies), or it can bedome too narrowly defined (focusing
mostly on the preparation of data and information for planninggrant applications). There needs to be a balance between these
two extremes. The u'e of the following guidelines and procedures
will help to establish this.

Use of Procedures

'ihe use of these procedures for the develcpment of an op-
erational plan for labor market information will vary according
to the type cd- prime sponsor organization (city, county, con-r.
sortium, or balance of state) and its location (urban or rural
setting). Its use will also vary according to the overall goals
and objectives of the agency, the socioeconomic environment in
Which the agency operates, and the type of programs the agency
administers (subcontracted versus in-house control). Finally,
the use grill vary according to the manner in which labor market
information is already used (or not used) on an agency-wide,
basis.

0

The procedures and sample forms have been created pre-
supposing that an agency's staff both want and need to develop
a comprehensive annual operational plan. The assumption is also
made that the agency is going through this exercise on a first-
time basis. Most likely, at least some of the-information re-
quired to develop the plan is already in the possession of those
individuals responsible for conducting the planning exercise.
However, it may not exist in the organized format found on the
summary worksheets. For this reason, if time and staffing Within
a prime sponsor's agency permit, it is recommended that as much
of the information as possible be gathered. While at first glance
the process may appear long and involved, there are ways to
shorten-the time required to complete the process. These willbe
explained under the appropriate procedural headings. Also, in many
instances, the CETA labor market information staff members can

9 lg



provide the needed information themselves.

It is anticipated, generally, that the procedural steps will
be followed in the development of the operational plan...regard-
less of the variables outlined above. The major_ changes and
alterations will occur in (1) the use of the interview forms
and worksheets; (2) the determination of individuals to be in-
terviewed; (3) the emphasis given to interviews with internal
staff members versus those in external agencies; and (4) atten-
tion thaZ7. is given to the development of information regarding
interagency coordination and cooperation. Many options are
open to the prime sponsor staff members using this guide; they
are encouraged to alter and adapt it in such a way that it will
correspond closely to their needs.

17
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Specific Procedures

1. Review Literature

It is not necessary to conduct an extensive literature
review for this project. However, it is suggested that the
person or persons responsible for the plan's development ac-
quaint themselves with the following types of information.
The specific suggestions offered here are only guidelines.
Those conducting the planning process should choose sources
that reflect their needs.

A. Publications related to labor market planning.

Suggested sources with which to begin are the following:

Harrington, Paul, and Sum, Andrew. CETA Planning and
Private Sector Employment and Training Needs: The
Uses and Design of Local Employer Surveys. Boston,
MA: Center for Labor Market Studies, Northeastern
University, June 1980

Hughes, Mark; McKee, William; and Froeschle, Richard.
Jobs in the Private Sector: Use of Labor Market In-
formation: A User's Guide with te4led Appendices.
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment
and Training Administration, Office of Policy, Educa-
tion and Research, Division of Labor Market Informa-
tion, October 1980.

Mangum, Garth.; Morlock, James; and Pines, Marton W.
'Job Market Futurity: Planning and Managing Local
Manpower Programs: Salt Lake City, UT: Olympus
Publishing CoMpany, 1979.

Institute of Applied F,corIomics. Labor Market Information
and CETA Planning. Under contract with the U.S.
Department of Labor, Denton, TX: Institute for Applied
Economics, North Texas State University, 1980.

Smith, Hubert et'al. Methods for Local Labor Market
Planning. Bostod, MA: Boston University, 1977.

B. Publications related to the theory of labor markets.

Doeringer, Paul,and Piorer Michael 3. Internal Labor
Markets and Manpower Analysis. Washington, DC:
U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training
Administration, 1970. ,

Freedman, Marcia K. et al. Labor Markets: Segments and
Shelters. Montclaire, NJ: Allanhald, °slum, 1976.



r. Publienttun.; lc:Idled to thy sociouconomic envIronment
of the local

These publications.will vary from area to area.
They are published by various agencies and groups, such
as economic development planning commissions, chambers
of commerce, industrial planning and development
agencies, regional planning commissions, private business
and trade associations, and social service agencies.
Many state agencies also publish individual local area
reports or statewide reports that include profiles
of the local area. Examples of su.:711 departments include
the state department of industrial development, the
office of state planning, the state office of economic
and community development, the state department of
health, and the state department of education or public
instruction.

Such literature is important because it familiarizes
the labor market staff members with local-level social
and economic conditions and points out trends
and activities occurring in areas other than
the employment and training sector. Such a background
is important for labor market staff members; it helps
them to place CETA's operation within a broader context.
Many CETA agencies already have such material in-house.
The labor market person may wish to expand the agency's
collection or, if none exists, to build one Most
agencies do not charge for their publications. They
can be obtained by telephoning the agency and asking
for the public relations staff person or, in many agencies, ,

the publications staff member.

D. Directories of local social service and planning commissions,
private evloyers, and other community groups.

These are valuable foi this exercise and for others
that the labor market staff may,, undertake. They-will
hell; with the selection of agencies to be interviewed
for the development of this plan, and they will offer a
valuable reference for other work. Sometimes a United
Way office will produce these. For the private sector
employees, the chamber of commerce and business associ-
ations (e.g., the local manufacturer's association) are
the best contacts. Directories of state government
departments are also helpful.

While the development of this plan is not dependent
upon a background literature-review, an acquaintance
with some of these sources is valuable. The labor mar-
ket staff will be able to.place their work and that of
the CETA agency within the context of the local community
more easily.

19



2. Determine Staffing

It is essential to determine at the outset who is to be
responsible for the work of developing the plan. All

of those who are responsible should be involved in develop-

ing the questionnaires, summary planning worksheets, and

any other tools which are to be used. It is possible for
one person to do most of the work. However, when it comes'

to interviewing, one person could be responsible for working
with internal agency staff while another works with the

external .agencies. One person could do most of the inter-.

viewing; then, additional staff could assist with preparing

the summary worksheets.- However, it is important that the

person responsible for interviewing also be involved in the

worksheet preparation in order to interpret some of the

questionnaire data. Where the work is spread among two or
more people, it is essential that all are acquainted with,

and understand,'the goals and objectives of the work, the

way in which it is being carried out, and the information

that desired.

3. Determine Scogg...of Work

Time, staff resources, and agency objectives will
determine the scope of work chosen or the development of the

plan,. Most agencies will wanc to do an in-depth determi-
nation of the unmet labor market information needs of in-

ternal staff. However, external agency, staff are' both pro-

duCers and,users of labor market information;'plus, their

staff has perceptions of employment and training related

problems of the local population, as well as insight regarding
local unmet data and research needs. Also, the time spent
with external agency staff can be valuable for strengthening
coordination relationships for the local CETA program.' Some
local CETA agency staff members may feel that they have a good
grasp of internal staff needs and want to concentrate exclu-
sively on the-external agencies. Still others may want to

do an in-depth internal staff examination and conduct a
short one with external agency staff. Careful decisions
need to be made at this point because they will determine
the direction and emphasis of the work of the planning process.

4. Determine Amount f Time

It is impo' ant to establish the amount of time avail-
able for developing the plan. This will help determine
both the overall scope of work and the manner in which the
data collection interviewing) effort will be
conducted. At Met glance, the'attached questionnaire
forms may suggest a lengthy process. However, this need not be

the case. For example, if those Conducting the planning exer-
cises choose to use the attached forms, they can be carefully



examined and only relevant questions chosen. Then, the
information-gathering phase can be carried out by individual
interviewing, or by convening a group meeting for the
purpose of filling out the forms. This is possible for both
internal and external agency staff groupings. For the
external staff members,- especially, this would be a good
opportunity to do three things: (1) provide a forum for
those most directly associated with producing and using
labor market information, to exchange ideas and maybe to
arrange for mutual assistance to meet some of the needs;
(2) provide a means for acquainting those in other agencies
(especially economic and inudstrial.development) with services
and programs that CETA can offer them; and (3) lay the ,

groundwork for a more prog..-Ilmatic/operational involvement
between CETA and some other agencies.

Another de,':ision which needs to be made is whether a
large, concentrated block of time is to be devoted to the
plan's development or whether it will be done over an
extended period of time, interspersed with other staff
projects and activities. The preferred method is to expend

P A concentrated amount of time at the outset so that a work
schedule for the year can be established, rather than
developing one in bits and pieces. Also, a good time to under-
take this activity is at the beginning of a new fiscal year.

Mention should be made of the fact that the first time
through the planning process will be the longest. Once the
process is in place, annual updates should not require
inordinate amounts of time.

5. Consider and Identify the Information Needed

This is a necessary step preliminary, to the development
of the questionnaires, summary planning worksheets, and
other forms. Thought should be given to the direction acid
structure which the labor market information staff wants to
give to their work (e-g.; a service or-education function
for internal agency staff, t loser liaison relationship
with external agencies, a research, a planning, or an infor-
mational function). The staff members responsible for
developing the plan also need to consider what is already
known about such issues as unmet information and data needs-
agency goals and objectives, potential linkages with other
agencies, and data use and production capacities of other

agencies. Once question3 such as these are answered,, a
general Outline for the interview forms can be developed
with speci&I emphasis indicated for those areas that need

the most infOrmation. Later, when the forths Ire developed,
more attenticn'can be giVen tr, questions in these areas.



6. Determine How to Get the Information Deeded

Varied ways are available for collecting the information
needed for developing the plan. Generally, however, a
combination of literature and personal interviewing is the

best method, unless staff members feel that their experience alone

provides them with the information needed to develop a plan-

ning work schedule. If the latter case is those re-
sponsible for the plan may wish to skip the interviewing
segment of the process and just use the forms in Appendix B
that deal with project selection, the development of a plan-
ning calendar, and the individual project or task profile
sheets (forms 6, 7, 8, and 11).

For the most part, the use of the interviewing process is

encouraged. The information resulting from interviews provides
documentation for the final project and task selections
that are made. Also, information is provided that will in-

dicate whether CETA labor market staff will be duplicating
the work of any other agency. And, resources available
from other agencies can be located. Whether individual or

group interviews are conducted to get the information has
already been discussed under section 4.

7. Consider Which Aencies' and Individuals to r.nterview

A listing of agepcies and individuals to be considered
for interviewing will '7ary according to the prime sponsor's
locale and organizational goals. The only individual who
will be a constant in every situation is the director of
the employment and training,(i.e., CETA) agency. Examples

of agencies and, in some instances, individuals are listed

below. Staff members should refer to their local areas as

they review this listing in preparation for making a final
selection (see procedure 8, below).

1. Director of the CETA agency
2. Department heads or managers within the CETA

organization
3. CETA consortia (county coordinators, or managers)

4. Planning staff members (nonlabor market planners)

5. Program developers--CETA staff
6. CETA job developers or placement specialists

7. Private Industry Coundil representative
8. CETA labor market information staff not respon-

sible for developmen: of Operational plan
9. CETA program managers for subcontracted programs

10. Private and /or public sector economists (e.g.,
university instructors)

11. Members of an-overall economic development program

12. Chamber of commerce (research director)
13. Members of civic, economic, or industrial development

committees or councils
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14. Members cif relevant, local professional groups
(public administrators, planning groups, research
economists)

15. City or county planning commission (economic or
principal planner)

16. Industrial development commission (research direc-
tor or staff economist)

17. Regional planning councils (research director,
demographic and economic planner, manpower planner,
community planner)

18. Research firms.(social,-economic, educational research)
19. Vocational school administrators (or planners, if

on staff)
20. Community college (institutional planner)
21. Proprietary schools (administrators or planners)
22. Bureau of employment security (labor market analyst

for local area)
23. 'Private employers, if appropriate (especially the

involved with special CETP or CETA-related work)
24. State planning office (research director, staff

economist, local community planner)
25. State Occupational Information Coordinating

Committee (director)
26. Veteran's Adtinistration, local or district office
28. Commission on Aging, county office ,

29. Welfare commission
30. Labor or professional associations that cut across

several industries
31. League of Women Voters (especially in larger cities)
32. State department of vocational education (MIS

director)
33. State data center (research director or technical

assistant assigned to the center; not all states
wi4,1 have these)

8. Select Agencies and Individuals to Interview

The final selection of agencies and individuals to in-
terview will depend upon such things as the time and staff
that is available; the type of prime sponsor organization
(e.g., consortium, city; or county); decision to concentrate
on internal staff interviews versus external agencies; the
type of information needed bythe labor market staff; and
preexisting relationships (i.e., linkages) that the CETA,
agency has with external agencies. Additionally, for ex-
ternal agencies (and individuals), the selection will be
determined by what is available in the local area. The
only general rule that should be observed is that the,CETA
director and internal staff members be included and that
representatives,of external agencies come from bot economic
and social,service agencies. For this latter gro p, both
of these representatives can be found in city or county
planning commissions and in rcgional planning c uncils.



9. Develop Questionnaire

Once an outline has been developed of, the information
needed by the staff responsible for the plan, and after the
final interviewing selections are made, questionnaires re-
flecting these factors should be developed. Sample question-
naires are included in Appendix A. These can offer ideas
for staff members who wish to develop their own forms. Or
the basic forms can be used with additions of deletions
made according to the needed and desired4emphasis.

The questionnaire for the agency director is especially
important. This is because the use of labor market infor-
mation must be placed within an agency context. To a cer-
tain extent, consequently, the uses must follow or be de-
termined by overall agency goals and directions. The sample
form included here is lengthy, but much valuable information
can be extracted from it for planning the overall scope and
direction of work related to labor market information.
Answers to the questions 0111 influence heavily both the
final selection of tasks and projects for the work schedule,
and whether the overall tone of the work tends more,heavily
toward research, planning, or operation.

Staff members who have been in these positions may
know the answers to most of the questions. However, the
questionnaire is a good tool for creating a structured
planning dialogue between the director and the staff, one
that examines many issues in significant retail. For the
person who is new to the positibn and/or the agency, the
questionnaire offers a means of quickly providing the person
with an understanding of agency priorities, goals, and pro-
gram direction.

Many of the questions on the other two interview forms
are open-ended. This is to prevent the inclusion
of varied responses due to narrowly defined cate-
gories. Also, much of the information will be xansferred
from the questionnaires to summary planning worksheets;
On these, the staff person will define the responses in
more-rigorws terms.

Both of the,questionnaries for agency staff members
make the assumption that little has been done in the past
with labor market information beyond preparing for the annualplan. Similarly, assumptions are made that much more canbe done with labor market information and that the use o?these questionnaires provides a tool for getting at those
uses,- The questionnaires also provide a means for assessing
what may have been done with labor market information in
the past in 41 way that offers a, solid base for defining
present and future needs.

The questionnaire form for external agency staff yields
-a variety of information. For example, it can be used as



a tool for defining area-wide unmet labor market information
. and research priorities. This information is quite valuable
for CETA and the other agencies. This can alto be used to
prevent CETA staff from duplicating-work that other agencies
may already be doing and to locate additional resources with-
in the agencies to- assist, with the staff's work. The form
focuses on questions related to data., research, and coordin-
ation linkages. Depending on the need and interest of CETA
staff, one of these areas could be emphasized, even to the
exclusion of the others.

There are other guides available to help the CETA agency
staff members develop their questionnaires. An extrememly
helpful one`fsrlows:

Franchak,\Stephen J., and Spirer, Janet E. Evaluation
Handbook I: Guidelines and Practices for Follow-Up Studies
of Former Vocational Students. Columbus, OH: The National
Center for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio State
University, 1978.

10. Establish Procedures for Conducting Interviews

The first issue that needs to be resolved is how the
interviews are to be conducted. For example, the session with e
agency director is especially important and needs to be done
on a face-to-face basis. Note that it is also a good idea to
conduct the interviews with internal staff members on a face-
tb-face bas . Because these responses are quite important
for the pl ning process, a solid grasp of them is needed. At
times, al , internal staff members might need clarification
or more precise definitions of some of the terms. This is
because many of them are unacquainted with labor market infor-
mation and issues associated with it. For the external agency
staff, as already mentioned, a grbup meeting is quite possible.
Many, if not most, of these individuals are well acquainted
with labor market information and associated terms and issues.
In this case, for reasons cited above (see number 6) a group
meeting is perhaps more appropriate than individual interviews.

A second issue, one which is quite important, is the
selection of specific individuals to interview. For internal
staff interviews, all heads of departments or units should be
included. However, do not stop with these individuals. There
may be some individuals at a different organizational level
within these departments who have valuable information for
the labor market'staff and who have a pressing need for labor
market information. Possibly those developing this plan will
want to interview the entire staff of a given unit or depart-
ment. Where this is the case, a group interview' could be
held for all staff within a given unit.



It is mores difficult to se,leet staff members from ex-
ternal groups or agencies. often, an ,internal CETA staff
member will have a contact n another agency. These con-
tacts can be used initia in order to locate the most
appropriate individual. Where contacts do not exist, it is
eaten appropriate to select a person responsible for agency
planning. For social service agencies, the head or
deputy administrator is an appropriate person. In city,
county, and regional planning commissions, an economic de- 0

velopment planner or a community planner responsible for
the jurisdiction administered by CETA is a good choice. In
many agencies a director'of research can assist with a
correct selection. In others, a staff economist is a proper
choice. Finding the rigat person is not dirficult. Often,
when no previous contact exists, an agency receptionist can
provide the name of the r -)rrect person. Even a city or state
telephone directory might provide names of appropriate
individuals.

Once selections have been made, provisions have to be
made regarding interview schedules and procedures. One or
two test, or pilot, interviews should be conducted to deter-
mine the length of time required to test responses to
questions and to determine whether changes are needed in
wording, format, and style. Generally, for internal staff
the process of scheduling and conducting interviews is
informal. For external agencies, it may be wise to precede
a telephone call with a letter from the CETA director de-
scribing the purpose of tne interview, the type of inforMation
that will be collected, and the anticipated odtcome of the
work. In the letter, reference can be made to a telephone
call from a staff member (whose name should be included).
If a group meeting is anticipated, a letter should 'e sent
with an agenda attached; then, a follow-up confirmation
phone call should be made.

11. Conduct Interviews

Reference was muds to preparation for conducting inter-
views in the previous procedure. Practice sessions and/or
role playing are strongly encouraged for tLe person or per-
sons Conducting the sessions. Once problems are corrected
after the test interviews, the in-depth interviewing can
begin. Generally, the tone of the interviews should be re-
laxed, informal, and conversational. Whether these are one- .

on-one or in a group setting, the manner should be identical.



GI-oup interviews with internal CETA staff members can
be difficult in terms of recording information on question-
naires. This can be solved by, having individuals

out their own -fort as.part of the interview
process. The interviewer can act as a discussion coordinator
in this case by first asking a question, then discussing
and/or clarifying it, and finally allowing time for those
being interviewed to record their responses. If there are
duly a couple of people being interviewed at once, the inter-
viewer can record the responses on one sheet and then mark
a'code'beside'one response to distinguish it. When
group setting is used for staff members-from external
agencies, the same process-can be followed. The CETA staff
interviewer acts as a coordinator by first asking a question,
then discudsing or clarifyinc it with the group, and, finally,
allowing time for those being interviewed to record respon-
ses on their, ,individual questionnaires. In this last
setting, discussion among group members could be a fruitful
and stimulating by-product of the interview Process.'

12. Develop Summary Worksheets

Once the inte_viewing has been completed, information
must be extracted from the questionnaries and transferred-to
summary worksheets developed by CETA labor market staff.
Sample worksheets are included in Appendix B, but unless the
questionnaires in Appendix A are used, new sheets must be
created because they need to correspond with the interview
forms. The worksheets are _pesigned in such a way that in-
formation is listed in a'Vetematic manner so tha- the need
for specific uses of labor market information can be estab-
lished. On the sheets, information can be grouped according
to specific categories so that similar patterns among to
needs become evident and constraints or obstacles for accom-
plishing the work appear easily.

There are three. sets of summary worksheets that are
needed. For the first phase of the work, three basic forms
are needed, one of which allows for a summary of interviews
with internal staff, and two of which do the same for the ex-
ternal agencies (see sample forms /-III in Appendix B).
These form:, should yield four basic kinds of information:
(1) wofk that is currently being done related to data pro- .

duction and collection and general uses of labor market in-
formation; (/) unmet data and 1-bor market information needs;
(3) actual work planned during the next six to twelve months,
and work which the respondee would like to see developed over
that perlad; and (4) a summary perceptions of unmet
economic and social needs related to employment and training
programming. Additionally, for the CETA agency responses,



information is provided about projects, issues, and problems
(general agency-related and specifically CETA-client related)
that the respondee wants the agency to address during the
next six to twelve wonth.l.

These forms, :vice filled out, provide a basis for data
collection for other activities (information from External
Agency Form), an overview of the type of work to which the
labor market information staff should address itself in
coming months, and a listing of general needs on which the
CETA agency and other agencies could focus, given proper
resources. This latter information can be useful when the
operational plan needs updating, or for the planning pur-
poses of other departments or units, in either the CETA or
the external agencies.

For the second phase of the work, four forms are needed
(see sample forms IV-VII in Appendix B ). These forms (or
ones similar to them that-are developed) relate to a more
organized, systematic grouping of the summary information.
Once arranged in this fashion, similar patterns among the
unmet needs can be seen, and constraints and obstacles for
accomplishing the work can be observeu.

Form IV is needed to provide a summary count to be
made of all internal and external staff members requesting,
or stating, a needed use for labor market information. This
will be oae of the factors used to decide whether a given
request is selected for the final list of activities for the
work schedule.

Form V is needed so that staff responsible for develop-
ing the operational plan can begin to consider each project,
task, or activity in relation to resources (timing, staffing,
fiscal, and general organizational) within the CETA agency
to address it. From this information, a given activity can
be-assigned a summary number of points. This score will
become another factOr that will influence a final decision.

Form VI (or one similar to it that staff develops) is
needed in order to determine initial relationships between
agency goals, agency objectives, and supporting labor market
information requested activities, projects, or tasks which
support them. Again, the results from information recordad
on this form will be a consideration in the final selection
of activities entered into the operational plan.

Form VII is neegd in order to summarize the results
from forms IV-VI. From this form, a summary count can be
made of total points that have been assigned to the varied
task, projecti or activity requests (representing unmet
labor market information needs) which have been uncovered
during the interviewing (i.e., data collection) process.
Completion of this form will provide a firmer basis_on which
decisions can be made regarding the priorities for the
operational plan.
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The third phase of this work needs four forms (see
sample forms VIII-XI in Appendix B). These forms relate
to final selection of elements (i.e., activities, projects,
or tasks) for the plan and management of these
while they are being completed.

Form VIII is a simple of a general work schedule.
On it are recorded the final listing of tasks, projects,
or activities designed to address unmet labor market infor-
mation needs, month or months during the year when that
project is to be addressed and/or completed, and whether it
is an ongoing, an annual, or a one-time, special request
activity.,

Form IX is for a summary of alternative actio"z that
can be taken for unmet labor market information needs that
are deemed worthwhile but cannot be included in the oper-
ational plan.

Form X illustrates an internal staff management
record. It simply has a listing of each individual project
or task and then columns to record which departments or
units of the CETA agency are to receive the finished work.

Form Id is a sample of an individual or project man-
agement profile. This allows the staff responsible for the
plan to outline the individual efforts necesPary to complete
a given assignment and to monitor aspects of the work, such
as'important benchmarks; staffing and materials check-
list; cooperation needed from external agencies; recipientS
of the completed work; and proposed use or purpose of the
task or project.

13. Record Information on Worksheets

The information that is recorded on the first set of
worksheets (forms I-III) is almost a direct transfer of
material from the questionnaires. No censuring or
judgement enters at this point as to whether an
unmet labor market information need is included or ex-
cluded. Alsoi duplicated requests (i.e., needs)
by different staff members are included. This is because
a total tally of requests for a given use of labor market
information later becomes a factor in the selection process.

At this point, a clarification may be needed. That
is, in the process oftransferring information from the
questionnarie to the worksheets, a translation may be
needed--an unmet "labor market information need," or an
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"economic or social unmet need" may need to be translated into
or rather, expressed in the form of a project, a task, or an
activity. In this way, staff can begin to consider the indi-
vidual needs in terms of work that can or cannot be undertaken
and completed.

After these forms are completed, they are revyiewed care-
fully by staff members. Then, information on then is extracted
and regrouped according to criteria in the secon&set of forms
(forms At this point, two things happen.--The first
is that duplicate listings from the first set of forms are
eliminated and a summary count is made of all requests for a
given project or task. Careful attention should be paid to
pa''erns of similarity that run through individual listings.
It may be possible to group several into one.

The second occurrence is that constraints affecting the
ability to undertake the work become readily apparent. In the
process of completing form V, especially, the person or persons
responsible for decisions regarding the plan need to give careful
consideration to each project or task. This should be in the
form of questions asked similar to the following:

1. What are the specific components of each project or
task that need to be completed?

2, Does the agency have the staffing capacity to carry
out this work?

3. What is the estimated time needed for completion and
is it available for the work?

4. Are fiscal resources needed? If so, are they available?
5. To what extent is there a general organizational ca-

pacity and support to complete this work, especially
in light of other ongoing activities? It should be
noted that a column is available to check whether
anot r agency is doing similar work. This informa-
tio oan be drawn from the external agency responses.
If nother agency is, then no further consideration
nee s to be given to constraints.

On f r I, information should be recorded regarding,
overall a cy_goals and objectives. The data for this will
come from the interview with the agen'v director. The goals
and supporting objectives should be ranked according to im-
portance. Then, those projects or tasks on form V which sup-
port these should be entered in the last column. It is recom-
mended that each project entered here be assigned a numerical
weight according to the rank of the goal it supports. Then,
this weight is entered in the designated column on form VII.
In developing the final score for each project, those which
support agency goals and objectives will receive a higher total.



Form VII- is a summation of the forms in this phase.
1 From this, a "point total" can be drawn and a basis for final

selections can be established. At this point, it should be
noted that_ no, cutting __or _deletions of any _projects has been
made. There may -have been some consolidations in the process
of transferring information from the initial recording-forms
(I-III) to these, but, otherwise, everything is included.
Also, the ranking according to numerical score that emerges
from form VII is not a hard and fast indicator of the pri-
orities for the operational plan. It is, however, a very
important indicator, and the final selections will probably
follow a similar pattern. What is needed now is a meeting
between the agency director and the labor market staff mem-
bers. Together, a final selection of projects (tasks or
activities) is made, and the base for responding to the
third set of forms is created.

The information recorded on the third Get of worksheets
rounds out most of the work needed for the establishment of
the operational plan. The Planning Calendar (form VIII)
is self-explanatory for the most part. The final listing
of projects and tasks developed by staff and director should
be transferred to this form and appropriate checks made to
indicate completion schedules. This then becomes the first
of several management tools for the work of the plan.
Those projects or activities considered to be important but
which cannot be accommodated immediately are listed on form IA.
Then, consideration is given to alternative ways in which
they can be undertaken. Information regarding other agencies'
abilities and/or the strategies the CETA agency should adopt
regarding them comes from the interviews conducted with ex-
ternal agency staff. Form X is self-explanatory and helps
to ensure that the completed work gets to the correct staff
members,

The final form (XI) is a sample of one that should be
developed for each project or activity. It is mostly self-
explanatory, too. However, the staff members may wish to
add additional components. This is the point when serious
planning occurs for the individual work required for each
project ort,task. Arrangements are made, in the process of
creating this, for additional staffing support that may be
needed and any external agency support that is wanted. Once
one of these is completed for, each project, a special file
should be created for all of them and a procedure established
for reviewing them perioaically to monitor progress and make
needed adjustments.



14. (Optional) Develop Forms for Coordination Profile

V

The Coordination Profile' represented in"Appendix C,
formg I through IV, is optional but completion by the CETA
staff ds strongly-recommended:- This-is-primarily because--
the labor market information staff can he one of the most
effective tools which the agency has for corrdination
linkages with-other agencies. And, as stated earlier, the
interviews conducted for this planning exercise yield valu-
able information for this aspect of a prime sponsor's ac-
tivity. Additionally, .as can be seen from the forms, the
information can greatly aid the work of the labor market
information staff (especially for implementing projects se-
lected for the operational plan). The forms in Appendix C
are, once again, samples; the CETA staff is encouraged
to develop its own if these do not meet their needs.

Form I is a sample of a file card that can be estab-
lished for each agency. It provides summary reference in-
formation for staff use and can be of value to nonlabor
market staff members. It is recommended that a special file
be established for this information and that it be utilized
for various agency activities. For the labor mar-
ket staff, especially, the information about type of agency,
geographic area served, and data availability are useful.

Form II provides a summary of contributions that SETA
and a given (other) agency can make to each other. Use of
this form can provide valuable information for carrying out
work agendas and far developing concrete, cooperative exchanges.

Form III is simply for a listing of projects, tasks, and
activities which other agencies are doing. Like form II,
this is quite useful as a reference tool for the labor mar-
ket information staff.

Form IV is a summary of existing and/or potential link-
ages between CETA and another agency. Vario-,::: kinds of
linkages are suggested and indicators distinguish between
existing and potential ones. This can be useful in expanding
the resources of the labor market information staff (for
projects chosen for the operational plan and others).
The building and strengthening of potential linkages can
in itself be an activity that becomes designated as part of
the annual plan. In the development of this form, linkage
categories can be tailored to the price sponsor's needs.

15. (Optional) Record-Information on the Coordination Profiles

The recording of information on these forms is self-
explanatory. The information for doing this comes from the
interview questionnaires.
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16. Establish Procedures for Monitoring Progress and Updating
of Plan

Periodic meetings or review sessions should be held
to_reyiew_progress being made_on_the_workomtlined in the_
plan. Most likely these can occur within the staff group-
ing respontible for labor market information. On a quarterly
basi however, a. meeting with -the agency director should
b. cheduled; any major additions, deletiont, or-modifications
sho ld be made at that time. Anticipated events or,reguestsiz

will always. occur, or some project requested earlier may no
longe. be needed. All such developments can be accommodated
at that time. In the interim, other modifications will
have to be made; these can be handled when they occur. It may
also be valuable to meet periodically with in-house staff
members and with those from other agencies. In this way,
they can be apprised of the status and progress of any work
that involves' them, suggestions for new work or creative
ideas can be interjected to the operational plan, and
stronger relationships can be forged among the parties in-
volved.

Annually, it is a good idea to review the status of
the plan and to identify specific areas that need to be up-
dated. A completely new data gathering effort is probably
not needed and the interviews that are needed can be very
focused.and specific. Ongoing contact with many of the
other staff members throughout the year should give the labor
market staff good information to keep the project selection
for the plan flowing smoothly. However, it is a good idea
to have some formalized procedure established and organized
documentation for the work that is needed.

Conclusion

As a final note, the plan development and the planning
process should really be ongoing activities. The "how"
cf conducting the process is not as important as the fact
that it is undertaken. As stated earlier, the work of the
labor market information staff often is too dispersed over
many tasks or too narrowly focused on one effort. As a result,
structure, organization, and focus--in short, balance--are
needed. When balance is achieved, especially in a manner
similar to that outlined here, the work of labor market
information does become more operational and sowewhat less
specialized, technical,,and isolated. Eventually, the goals
outlined at the outset can be met mote easily.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRES
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Ieeptification of Aaency.Labor Market Information Needa

Sample Questinnairefor

b
Agency Director

I. Questions about Agency-wide Goals, Functions, and Operations

A. What are the majer factors affecting agency operationg
and performance over the next six to twelve months?
1. National

2. Local

3. Other (e.g., would be state or regional; or special
economic or social trends)

B. From your perception, specifically, how can (or should)
the agency be more creative with the fiscal resources it
has, especially in a period of dwindling resources? (E.g.,
shift of emphasis in training strategy; more emphasis on
OJT and self-placement; change of emphasis 'n target
group served; organizational and staffing changes.)

C. Given that CETA operates in an environment of legislative,
political,and ecciomic uncertainty, some medium- to long-
term organizational goals are still needed. What are your
own objectives for the agency for the next- -
1. six to twelve months:

2. two years:
5f1

3. three years:

D. What organizational changes do you foresee for the nex'
six to twelve months (e.q., a shift in emphasis from planning and
research to operations; a shift from centralized to de-
centralized administratioh--or vice versa; more partici-
pation from the-counties of the consortium in agency-wide
policy and decision' making)?



410E. What changes in agency staffing do you foresee for the next
six to twelve months? (E.g., more or fewer job developers; more or
fewer MIS staff; more or fewer planning staff; new position
titles to, be added.)

II. Questions about Plans for Coordination and Cooperation with
Other Local Level, Agencies

A. Over the next six to twelve months, do you have specific goalsamd
plan& for developing-or enhancing a cooperative relationship
wittirlocal area economic development agencies?

Yes No

B. If yes, what are the specific agencies?

C. If yes, how would you like the cooperation to occur (or
continue)?

Agency
Type of Cooperation

Joint Policy Making Advisory Council Planning Research Programmatic Other (Specify

L

D. If yes, what contribution might CETA be willing to make
to the cooperative effort?

Agency Activity Contribution\
Staff Time Money ruse of Facilities Joint Program

S .nsorshi.
Technical Assistance Other

I..: o



E. Over the next six to twelve months, do you have specific goals
and/or plans for developing or enhancing a cooperative relationship
with local area social service agencies?

Yes No

-F, If yes, what are the specific agencies?

G. If yes, how would you like the cooperation to occur (or
continue)?

Agency Type of Cooperati9n
Rosearch Programmatic Other (Specify)Policy Advinory 1 Planning

Makrog Collodi.

I

i

H. If yes, what contribution might CETA be willing to make to
the cooperative effort?

Agency Aitivity
C ontribution

-Tfitaff

Time
Molloy Uso of

Facilities
/cunt Program
SPonsorship

Joint Provision
of Services to

Cross-referral
of Clients

Technical
Ass't.

Other
(Specify/

i .

III. Questions about the Role of Staff Responsible for Labor
Market Information

A. Based on the goals and objectives you have for the agency
over the next six to twelve months, what are some specific pro-
jects and tasks that you want the individuals responsible for
labor market information to undertake?



B. How do you plan to delegate the work required for the labor
market information tasks and projects over the next six to
twelve months?

A. In the planning department
B. In a special (new) unit
C. As part of a special research effort or_unit_

lspecify)

C. How many persons do you plan tk., involve in labor market
information functions?

D. What specific qualities do you want the person or persons
responsible for labor market information to demonstrate?

F. How much initiative and independence do you expect the
person or persons to undertake?

F. To what extent do you want these persons to define their
own scope of work? Or, do you prefer that the in-
dividual(s) take dirctions from you?

G. What percentage of time might you want the person 'r
persons responsible for labor market information to
spend its the following activities?

A. Planning and research
B. Developing cooperative relationships with economic

development agencies
C. Developing contacts with the private sector
D. Streagtnening relationships with other departments

within the agency--being et service to them
on a request basis

E. Development of special projects, reports, infor-
mational packets for external agencies (e.g.,
economic and industrial development, planning
commission, schools)

F. Data collection
G. G. Other (specify)



IV. Questions about the Scope of Work to be Undertaken by
Those Responsible for Labor Market Information

A. What work do you want to see accomplished in the next six to
twelve months by those responsible for labor market infor-
mation-withthe the agehby?

B. Can you assign preferences for the work a assign a
time frame for its completion?

C. What organizational relationship do you want to evolve
between those responsible for labor market information
and the other departments of the agency?

D. Are there specific kinds of data that you think the
agency needs and that you want those responsible for
labor market information to focus upon developing?

General employment Demographic information
Industrial employ- for specific target groups
ment Employment barriers and
Occupational employ- other detailed character-_
ment istics of individual target
General economic groups
conditions (trends and
forecasts)

Any or all of the above
-----information for separate

counties Within the con-
sortium's service
Other (specify)

E. What kind of specialized data and information would. you
like to see those responsible for labor market informa-
tion prepare for other agency departgents (e.g., quarterly
informational newsbriel special placement--quidance
reports for fob developers on a quarterly or biannual
basis)?
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F. Is there any special data or information that you personally
wquld like to receive from those responsible for labor
market information?

Yes No

G. If yes, what is your preferred format and-how often do
you wish to receive it?

H. Do you perceive special issues confronting the agency in
which those who are responsible for labor market informa,,_
tion should focus their attention and work overthe next
six to twelve months?

1. Need tO'modify training and placement strategies
2. Need to modify mix of clients served, improve

selection of target group
3. Need to modify supportive services offered and

mix of program strategies
4. Other (specify)

I. Is there specific information about area private sector
employees that you want developed for the agency? (Please
specify.

J. :tow could those responsible for labor market information
assist with this, and how much time should be devoted to it?

K. In what way do you want those who are responsible for
labor market information to be involved with theagency's
private sector efforts?



Indentification of Agency Labor Market Information Needs

Sample Questionnaire for

Internal Agency Staff

1. PersonInterviewed:

2. Department or Unit:

3. POiition Title:

4. Time in Position:

5. Brief Statement of Responsibilities:

6.* Do you presently receive labor market information from
agency staff? (Might offer suggestion(s): A. economic
and employtent information; B. population and labor
force data; C. information related L) training program
development; D. other.)

Yes No

7. If yes, what kind of iniormation ct6 you.receive and how
often do you receive it?

Information How Often Received?

a. Economc and employ- a.

ment (industrial and
occupati al trends)

b. Populati n.and labor b.

force
c. Training-related c.

information ,

o d. Other (specify) d.

8. If yes, how do you use the information? (Might offer
examples: file it away; share it with staff; use for
programs, modifying existing Jnes, developing new ones;
use for counseling participants.)

415



9. Do you receive any data or administrative information
from o'itside agencies (e.g., schools, mental health
agencies, county agricultural extension agents, offices
of aging). (Might offer suggestions: A. client case
load data; B. client demongraphic profiles; C. infor-
mation about client needs and/or difficulties that
might affect employment potential; D. other.)

Yes No

10. If yes, what kind of information do you receive and how
often do you receive it?

11. If yes, how do you use it?

12. For which aspects of your job would labor market infor-
mation be most valuable?

13. If you could request specialized, or customized, labor
market information for your needs- -
a. What would you request?

. b. How would it look?

c. How often wouid'you use it?

d. How would you use it?
(Be sure tc allow for more than one response to this
question,)

36 42



14. Is there any way in which labor market information could
make your own work easier? (For instance, do you have
any program or performance data that you would like to
see compared with labor market information?)

15. Are there any new or special, tasks and projects that you
plan to undertake in the next six to twelve months?

16. Are there any new or special tasks and projects that you
would like to undertake in the next six to twelve months, regard-
less of time, staff, and funding constraints?

17. Do you perceive any research issues related to the
work you do to which the agency should give its attention?

18. From your perception, are there specific projects, issues,
or problems that the agency needs to address in the
next six to twelve montb:-.7

19. From your perception, are there specific questions, issues,
or problems related to CETA clients that the agency needs
to address in the next six to twelve months?



Identification of Agency Labor Market Information Needs

Sample Questionnaire for

External Agencies

1. Agency Name and Address:

2. Type of Agency
City, county or regional planning commission
Economic development or industrial development
Chamber of commerce or other business or trade
organization
Social service agency
Educational or training institution
Other (specify)

3. Geographic Area Serviced:

4. Person Interviewed:

5. Time in Position:

6. Brief descri,,tion of person's responsibilities:

7. Brief description of the agency's functions related to-
n. Planning

b. Research

c. Data Production

d., Data Use

e. Provision If Services to Private Employers

f. Provision of Services to Area Residents

39



8. Is the data used for the work of your agency--
a. Collected by the agency itself?
b. Produced by secondary sources?
c. Combination of both?

9. a. (If the agency collects/produces its own data)
What are the specific types of data that your agency
collects and/or produces? (Examples might in.clude
special employer wage surveys, truck and cargo
tonnage, sales receipts, building permits, special
demographic information on clients, special industrial
sector profiles.)

b. (If the agency uses data produced by secondary sources)
What data do you utilize from secondary sources and
what agency or agencies produce it? (Examples might
include population data from the Census Bureau, or
personal income from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Broad, general data categories are fine. The objec-
tive is to learn which agencies have data that are
useful for. CETA planning--data that hopefully can
be shared.)

c., (If the agency both collects its own data and uses
data from secondary services, ask both A aiia-B above.)

10. Are there. problems with the data that you pow use?
a. Inadequate geographic coverage
b. Timeliness
c. Level of aggregation:

too general
too spepific

d. Methodological and\sampling
e. Other (specify)

11. For the work that your agency does, are there unmet
data needs?

Yes No
dyes, please specify.)
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12. At present are any steps being taken, or are there
plans to --
a. Remedy the problems with the data?
b. Fill the data gap?

13. From your perception (and/or that of your agency) what
are the most pressing issues of the local area regarding- -
a. Economic performance

b. Employment opportunities for local residents

co Industrial, business and commercial development

do Labor supply for local employers

e. Other items you may with to add

14. From your perception (and/or that of your agency) what
are the,most pressing issues of the local area regarding- -
a. options for employment-related training and education

b. Employment opportunities for the disadvantaged and
minorities

c. Private-public sector cooperation for job development
and creation

d. Interagency cooperation to meet the social service
needs of area residents

e. Other items you ma:;* wish to add

15. Is your agency involved in any efforts to address these
issues: (please specify)
a. Research

b. Planning

41
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c. Programmatic

d. Other

16. Are there efforts regarding these issues that you wish
to see your own and /or other agencies uhlextake? (Please
specify.)
a. Research

b. Planning

c. Programmatic

d. Other

-.

17. Over the next six to twelve months, what are the actual projects
and tasks on which your agency plans to focus its efforts?
(A request for a work plan will sufficiently address this
question.)

18. From your knowledge, are there at present, or could there
be, cooperative efforts among agencies to address the
data-related or issue-related topics discussed above?

19. Tf there are any cooperative efforts, what are they and
what is the form of the cooperation?



20. Are there specific projects, tasks, or programs that you
would suggest CETA undertake relating to the data-or
issue-related topics dikussed above? (Please specify.)

21. Could a cooperativi relationship between your agency and
CETA address the following:
a. Data gaps Yes No
b. Data collection and

_uti_Lization_problems
c. Issue-related economic

needsi(see question 13) Yes No
d. Issue-related,labor force

and trlaining needs (see
questio0 14)

Yes-- No

Yes No

22. For those items that were checked yes above, please
suggest the potential form of such a relationship.

Ffft.irt
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report or
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Specific
Program
(S cif

Other
(Specify)

23. Is your agency, to your knowledge, involved with CETA in
other ways?
a. Advisory council d. Programmatic
b. Planning e. Other (specify)
c. Research
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Departmemt or
Wit of Agency

Pemonts) Interviewed
Mame and Title

Presently Receive
lal In -goose

Presently Receive or Collect
Data from Raternsl Agency

Requests URI
Mew Work Planned
Next 6-11 Months

Projects -Sealearch-
'regime would Like

to Develop in Meet
6-12 Months

\ ProlvPts.1"nes, Problem,
.\\vhich Agvacy Seeds to

Adreen next 6-12 Dont*No Tee Purpose Purpose requency
or
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-
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CETR Clients
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II. Nxternal Agency

-qsy Parson Interviewed
Mame and Title

Agency Produces
Own Seta

Agency

Kul
MOO

Cm Other
or Collects

Sources

Agency Has
Data Needs I" and Proiocts

in Progress

Mork and Projects
Kimmel

6-12 Months
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Programs woad like
to see developedMores Purpose Horns Type Purpose No Tee Type

.
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Plegtaing ilkawkry--Task and Project Listing toe Labor Market Information

Projoet ,r Task
(grist Dascription
if needled)

fP

Number of Requests
Internal Staff

Number of Requests
External Agana,'

Total Number of Paqueste

(N) (% of Total)

0
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0'
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VI. Planning Summary- -LOX Tasks and Projects as aelated to Agency Coals and Objectives

Agency Goals Supporting Objectives Supporting U41 Tasks and Projects

,1111,..0.1I



VII. Planning SummaryRating Tool for LNI Task and Project Selection

Task or
Project

Internal Staff
Revisit or Need
(number)

Supports Specific
Agency Goal or
Okjebtive

External Agency
**guest or Need
(number)

Consideration Factor Total
Tfr.
i9iso

Istaffingl Money Capacity Total Points
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

t

i'
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VIII. General Vera Schedule

Final Listing

of Projects Is Ju Au S O h D

Ongoing

as Requested Annual

Special
3ne-Time
Project

r

--,

. .

,
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IX. Planning Summary - -Alternative Solutions for Projects or Tasks Not Selected for Initial LMI-Annual
Plan Yet Considered Important Enough for Attention

k or Project Alternative Solutions

Do Later
(Projectmd Date)

,

Offer t9 Cooperate with One
or More External Agencies

Persuade Another
Agency to Undertake

Persuade Several
Agencies to Undertake

Agency Contributions (Specify Agency) (Specify Agent-Lao)

,

i
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X. Internal Staff Management. of Labor Market Information Projects and Tasks

Task or Project Departments or Units

Planning County Coordinators Job Developers Other

....

61



III ,

XI. Individual Task or Project Management Profile

A. Task or Project: Type: Research
Planning
Operational

B. Time Period for Project:

C. Important Tasks or Benchmarks Signifying Progress

Benchmark Date Completed

1.

L

D. Staffing--Materials Checklist

1. Need cooperation from intcrnal staff members.

Who: Type:

2. Need cooperation from external agency;

Who:

E. Recipient(s) of Work:

Type: Data
Computer
Staff Time
Graphics and Printing
Other (specify)

Internal Staff: External Agencies:

F. Proposed Use or Purpose of Task or Project:

57
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APP NDIX C
COORDINAPION PROFILE



I. Developing a Coordination Profile

A. It is recommended that a file of 5" x 7" cards be developed
to accompany the Coordination Profile Charts. One card
would be prepared for each agency and would contain infor-
mation similar to that shown on the illustration below.

B. Illustration for file card information.

,--.

Agency: Name Type: Economic and ,)related

4, Address Social Services
Telephone Educational :

Other (specify)

Contact Persim Geographic Area Served

Data Availability: Yes he Type:

Special Projects/Work of Concern to CETA

Linkages between Agency-CETA (present-potential)



. Coordination Profile -- Summary Comments about Sotentia: Cooperative Contributionsbetween CETA and Externs). Agencies

4.11.4.64...

Cooperative Contributions
CETA Can Make to Agency

Cooperative Contributions
Agency Can Make to CETA



Coordination ProfileSummary List of Projects Which Other Agencies Are Doing

Project/Task Listing Agency or Agencies Responsible

66
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APPENDIX D

SUMMARY OF FIELD WORK
FORT WANE, INDIANA
JULY 13-16, 1981



Preliminary Listing of Unmet Needs Related to Labor Market Information
Internal Agency Staff

Department or Unit
of Agency

, Person Interviewee Unmet LMI -Related Needs Suggested Procedures for Addressing Need
1

Potential Use or Benefit of Activity

Planning John Barnett 1. Data Demographic 1. Administrative and caseload data col- 1. Data for program planning;
(Planner re:WM:Ole characteristics of lected from various county social supportive service mix plan -
for labor market "Population in Need service agencies and groups :ling and selection of target
information) of CETA Services"

not served ay t'3
population to be served ,

1

Bureau of Employment
Security; this is
especially true for
county areas

*

2. Data: In-depth dzta 2. General data collection effort; atilize 2. Development of OJT contracts;
on socioeconomic consortium staff in counties where ap- data for planning and analysis
problems in each o,
the counties serviced
by the Consortium

propriate (e.g., job developers,
county coordinators); design special
forms for job developers to us on
their meetings with private employers

tasks; all phases of opera-
tional and program planning

5. Data Establishment 3. Identify data elements required for the 3. Supportive data for all phases
of organized and de- ' data base; collect needed data; of operational and program plan -
tailed planning e-ta establish organized procedures for lung; especially useful for
base for program and filing, formatting, presenting, and selection of new training pro -
operational ,lanning; displaying data (e.g., create graphic grams and development of new
the base should in-
elude economic, demo-
graphic, and training
and education data

displays so that trends can be
monitored; enter the data into a
r-mputerized program)

program strategies

4. Data Specialized 4. Design and implement special survey to 4. Data for pngram planning a...1
data from private
business and techni;-,

cal schools -- enrol -

ments, completions
placement of etude ts,

curriculum length,
course objectives,i
follow-up data on
student and employer
satisfaction with [

gather data; analyze and interpret
results; develop training recommen -
dations

i

development

-------1.-..-a--.-1-1....-..r.......L........=-L_ _
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Internal Agency Staff (continued)

Department or Unit Persdh Interviewed Unmet LNI-Related Needs Suggested Procedures for Addressing Needs Potential Use or Benefit of Activity

Planning John Barnett
(continued)

5. Labor Market Informa-
tion packets designed
for participants when
they become involved
in job search and
placement activities

5. Choose and extract data from existing
sources use where appropriate materials

from organizations such as Bureau of
Employment Security; develop attrac-
tive information packets

5. Supportive data for intake, guid-
ante and assessment; job placement,
counselin-

6. Centralized consor- 6. Identify current survey efforts--CETA 6. Supporting data for all phases of

tium-wide employer and non-CETA (if appropriate); identify planning and operations and place-

survey efforts; de- informational needs of survey users; de- ment strategy development; tool

sign special survey
to reflect planning

sign survey instrument and procedures; , for cooperation with economic de-
implement survey (in cooperation with velopment agencies; data for-

and information other agencies, if appropriate); development of special data and

needs of agency analyze data and interpret informational packets for economic
development agencies and other
outside groups

7. Data--develop local 7, Review data sources; identify and 7. Data for comprehensive labor

level economic indi- select data elements which to measure; market analysis, all phases of

cators; quarterly establish methods of charting/graph- program planning and program

series of indicators
to monitor trends,
provide benchmark(s)
against which to
measure program
performance

ing/interpreting data and resulting
trends; choose method of dissemina-
ting data to appropriate persons

evaluation

B. Develop a clipping
file of articles
about industrial and

B. Locate sources of information (e.g.,
!Baer nemiPaper within each county,
journa ls in the local li,rary, free

B. Buildup of valuable qualitative
data to supplement the quantitative
data collected by agency; aid in

economic development newsletters from banks and manufac- interpreting quantitative d,ita

from: local news- turers); establish filing system trends and projections; :iota for

papers, trade associ- adopted to agency needs; at minimum use in all phases of plagning and

ation newsletters,
union newsletters,
local and national
newsletters from
banks, major manu-
facturers

need to follow two-digit SIC and DOT
classification schemes,

operations; an agency LMI news-
letter; and development of place-
ment strategies; LM/ data packets

for participants

9. Comprehensive data 9. Examine current data; assess data 9. Development of planning data base

collection effort; in- needs; locate data sources and con- LI all phases of programmatic

eludes published and
administrative data

tact sources for data; make arrange-
ments to receive data

and operational planning.

0. Develop LMI evaluation 10. Select LMI indicators select elements 10. Data for training program mont-

indicators to monitor
training program
performanc.t

of traininq programs which to monitor;
develop m acurement tool' for rom-
paring performance with indicators;
develop system for pinpointing
trouble spots and correcting
performance

toring'and program planning

.....
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Internal Agency Staff (continued)

'Department
or Unit

Person
Interviewed Unmet LMI-Related Needs Suggested Procedures for Addressing Needs Potential Use or Benefit of Activity

Planning Kathy Swain
Planning

1. Data collection effort needed
in counties -- administrative

1. Identify agencies, establish contact,
arrange to receive data; may want to

1. Develop local data for counties
socioeconomic profiles of counties;

Director data, especially, social ser-
vice agencies; need to docu-
ment differences among the
counties for planning and
program development efforts

offer summary CETA data in exchange contribute to planning data bass, and
create basis for cooperative planning
and operative efforts

2. Develop method of computer- 2. Identify and felect data elements 2. Data for all phases of program and
izing labor market informa- for system - -both labor market and in- operational planning
tion--creation of labor -

market management inform-
tion system, integrate with
internal participant data
and MIS

ternal client/program performance
data; define gals and objectives to
be measured; choose/select analytical
techniques, methods of interpreting
and displaying data

3. Strengthen relationships 3. Identify agencies and contact persons; 3. More efficient utilization of existing
between CETA planning de- establish initial visits; exchange in- resources; avoid duplicating efforts
partment and planning de- formation and data; explore areas of of other agencies: more comprehensive
partments of other economic common concern, areas where joint services for area residents and
and *octal service agencies
within the consortium's six
counties

planning is possible and beneficial;
establish work program, if appropriate,
or identify tasks for joint efforts

employers

4. Develop information and 4. Select data for comparisons, documen- 4. 1sta for all phases of program planning
data for individual counties
in such a way that differ-
ences among them are readily
apparent; provide for the
display of data so that
there is external documen-
tation for the differences

tation and interpretation; select dis-
play methods; develop a short quarterly
anelysis or LMI report or newsletter to
keep planners and staff members aware
and abreast :A differences; undertake
more comprehensive comparison annually
_

and operations,

I
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Internal Agency Staff (continued)

Department
or Unit

Person

Interviewed Unmet III- Related Needs Suggested Procedures for Addressing Need Potential Use or Benefit of Activity

Planning

Research
Assistant
responsible
for labor

market
information

Kathy Swain

(continued)

Mike Foster

5. Development of specialized
III data packets Mor county
commissioners within the

consortium's service area

1. Develop a coordinated local
employer survey; develop one
survey that will meet needs
of several diverse groups;
consolidate efforts for PIC,
for city government's need
of ongoing, comprehensive
survey, area schools, other
economic development and
county goveiument's needs,
private sector concerns

2. Development of special data
and informational packets
for varied staff and exter-
nal agencies -- schools, eco-

nomic development and plan-
ning agencies

76

5. Identify informational interests of
...Tounty commissioners; locate data;

develop format for presenting data,
prepare monthly or bimonthly interpre-
tative, brief reports; show compari-

sons and contrasts employment, labor
:orce, unemployment, industrial trends,
other socioeconomic data; include

CETA -MIS data, too

Survey briefly, various user groups,
identity data needs, design survey
instrument, set up methodology to
solicit employer participatior, im-
plement survey - -mail, personal inter-

viewing, structure system for hand-
ling data returned from surveys and
interviewing; select analytical
methods; interpret information;
tailor information to needs of in-
dividuml user groups; disseminate
information

2. Identify agencies end staff members
that need data which CETA can pro-
vide--labor force and labor market
data; internal administrative data;
identify data and information needs
(note no special data collection

effort should be undertaken--use
data already received); select
data and format for its presentation;
decide on manner of dissemination
(e.g., periodic report, tables with
no analysis, monthly or quarterly
trends graphed and charted); ar-
range for dissemination

5. Data for specialized labor market

reports for those who give the con-
sortium political support
reports and data can be useful for
regular planning and for public
relations efforts

1. Local level employment data for all
phases of research, program, and op-

erational planning, placement stra-
tegies, econodie- development planning;
LAI guidance and orientation services
for CETA clients, students, and other
area efforts, program performance
monitoring

2. Data and informational packets can
become a basis for interagency coop-
eration and coordination; data as
useful for planning program develop-
ment, research, program monitoring
or evaluation; public relations,
grant and proposal writing; a tool
for operatIonel-involvement with
local economic development efforts



Internal Agency Staff Ophtinued)

Department
or Unit

Person
Interviewed

Mike Foster
(continued)

78

Unmet IMI-Related Needs

3. Deve,Jp a computerized labor
market infOrmation system,
preferably, one that can mesh
with agency NIS data

4. Initiate and develop more
operational coordination
with economic development
agelicies and planning
committees

5. Establish local-level eco-
nomic indicators to monitor
on systematic basis - -county-

level data especially impor-
tant

Suggested Procedures for Meeting Needs Potential Use or benefit of Activity

6. Develop brief newsletter for
agency staff and interested
outside agencies; employment
trends, national, state, and

local socioeconomic trends
that influence employment
and training strategy; special
analysis of local industrial
sectors and public sector
activity

3. Select variables to monitor; identify
data that will serve as basis foe
system; do for both labor market and
MIS data; choose informational output
desired from system develop analyt-
ical techniques that will yield de-
sired information; develop program to
produce information; implement system

4. Meet with agencies; discuss current
work, planned projects, agency objec-
tives, unmet area data and research
needs; examine areas of joint inter-
est, resources available to contribute
to one another's work efforts; discuss

potential of developing joirtly-
spoasored efforts

5. See 3 above

6. Identify data and information to in-
clude; develop outline of newsletter;
select format of tables, graphs,
charts to be included; write narrative;
disseminate

3. Systematic means of data storage and
retrieval for all phases of planning,
research, and *valuation

4. Method of mere efficient resource
utilization for all involved agencies
by lessening duplication of work
efforts and encouraging the exchange
of data and other resources; inter-
agency efforts can lead to the de-
velopment of more consolidated ser-
vices for area residents and esployars
or to efforts of joint planning ar:,

program sponsorship and preparation
of grant applications for project
funding

5. See 3 above

6. Informational and educational tool for
staff; provide awareness for staff of
economic and environmental factors af-
fecting program operation and perfor-
mance; aid for planning and decision-
making tasks; explanatory tool in the
event of programmatic difficulties;
public relations tool
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Internal Agency Staff (continued)

Department
or Unit

Person
Interviewed

Mike roster

(continued)

Unmet LMI -Related Needs Suggested Procedures for Meeting Needs Potential Use cr 3enefit of Activity

7. Collect, analyze, interpret
data about area internal
labor market behavior and
dynamics

8. Data_ collection -- emphasize

administrative data, county
social service agencies and
groups; special economic-
related data for planning
commissions, research groups

9. Expand the annual labor mar-
ket analysis to provide more
detailed crientation to local
economy and to standardized
socioeconomic composition of

counties within the consor-
tium's service area

10. Develop an information, data,

and research exchange group;
include representatives from
city and county economic de-
velopment groups, social ser-
vice agencies, industrial
development and planning
agencies, private sector em-
ployers where appropriate and
educational institutions
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7. Determine informational needs- -firm-
level employment activity, (promo-
tional paths within firms, avail-
ability of in-house training, wages
and fringe benefits, hiring require-
ments, employment supply sources,
entry-level employment information,
depaiLumntal turnover, etc.) design
survey and select employers to par-
ticipate; develop methodology to
conduct survey; develop methodology
for analysis; implement survey;
analyze data; disseminate information

8. Identify data needs and data gaps;
locate agencies or groups that may
have needed data; sake contact with
agency; arrange to receive data;
might offer CETA data as exchange;
develop special file for collected
data; determine ways to format;
analyze, interpret, and disseminate
data

9. 0.2f-ermine out'ine for analysis; iden-
tify needed data; develop outline
for specific parts of narrative; lo-
cate data; supplement with any addi-
tional information -- publications
from the agencies; conversation/in-

formal interviews with area resource
people (planners, economists)f pre-
pare tables, charts, graphs, data
displays; write narrative; assemble
final report

10. Identify agencies and groups that
might compose such a group; under-
take infor,aal survey to determine

interest in participating in such a
group and examine current work pro-
gram, data collection and production
efforts research activity and
plannea activities; if enough in-
terest shown, establish time and
place for meeting, develop agenda,
send invitations, held meeting;
develop objectives dt meeting for
future activities, undertake needed
follow-up actis.ties

7. Data for all phases of planning;

useful for data packets for ex-
ternal agencies and for design of
training program curriculum

8. Data for all phases of research,
planning, operations, and evaluation
tion

9. Information for all phases of planning,
research, operations; preparation of
the analysis can be basis for coordina-

tion and communication with local eco-
nomic development groups, social ser-
vice agencies, and industrial developers;
information from the analysis can be a
supportive to I for public relations
tasks

10. and cooper-
use of re-

sources related to 121I work;
lessen duplication of LAI related
activities; provide forum for
establi hilg cooperative research
agendas and special programs or
projects related to socioeconomic
problems of the area; forum for
exch.roe of ideas, review of plans
and research work, resolution of
data problems; of use as part of

agency public relations efforts

Tool for coordination
ation; more efficient
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Preliminary Listing of Grmet Needs Related to Labor Marke' rofornation
External Agency Staff

Agency

Private
Industry

Council

North
eastern
Indiana
Regional
Coordin-

ating
Council

Name and Title of
Person Interviewed Unmet LMI-Related Needs Suggested Procedures that CETA Can Institute Potential Use or Benefit of Activity

Karen Parker
Council Director

Beth Neu
Trahaportation
and Housing
Planning

1. !seed more local-level employer

information; want to develop a
control group of employers
that can be monitored regular-
ly-- perhaps on a quarterly
basis

1. Expand scope of cooperation
and coordination with CETA be-
yond the present level--now
only review CETA plans through
the A-95 review process

2. uevelopment special employ-
ment and training data or in-
formation nacket which can be
combined with county economic
developme:-A information and
given to new and/or expanding
employers

3. Levelopment of special labor

force data for III-A zountles
within the conscrtium's
service area

4. Need to become more deeply
Involved with economic de-
velopient and urban planning
efforts in roT Wayne;
greater need for more coor-
dination oetween city a d
county(ies) in economic and
industrial development
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1. CETA can incorporate PIC information into
the surveys it develops, or CETA could
persuade PIC to coordinate its activity
with CETA so that duplication of effort
does not develop; PIC could incorporate
CETA's c isiderations into its survey

1. Schedule meeting to explore possibilities,
establish rapport, exchange information;
after meeting, identify scope of future
activities--e.g., participate on planning
or advisory council, exchange of special-
ized data participate in economic devel-
opment activities

2. Schedule meeting with planner; Identify
and determine data and information needs
(e.g., information about training programs,
services which CETA can offer to private
sector, numbers of people from three-county
area trained by occupation); consider re-
quest in relation to overall work pro-
gram; if resources permit, develop
special data packet tailored to needs;
identify and/or develop specialized data;
determine manner of presentation and
format; prepare and disseminate (note:
once data are prepared, tte planning com-
mission would take responsibility for
most other activites)

3. See 2 above

4. CETA can assist
ment of sUc.. 3

provide a focus

nd tacilitate the develop-
alationshin; CETA
for such efforts

1. Closer coordination; lessening
?mount of duplicated contacts
with private employers; more
streamlined use of resources for
both groups; richei source of
local data for both

1. Build firmer base for coopera-
tion and coordination

2. Closer relationship and opera-,
tional involvement with etono
development activities; publi
relations, advertisement for
CETA; assist wit.;' buildup of

planning data base for indivi
counties

3. See 2 above

4. Build Zinser base for broader-
based coordination among city
and county agencies; more
active involvement in economic
development efforts outside Of
Fort Wayne

c

ai
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External Agency Staff (continued)

I Name and Title of

Agency Person Interviewed

1---

Unmet LMI-Related Needs
Requested by Agency Sul. mstPd Procedures that CETA Can Initiate I Potential Use or Benefit of Activity

Region Fred ',amble 1. Requests more involvement 1. Meet with agency personnel, examine one 1 Basis for firmer coordinate and

III-A Principle Planner with CETA; share informs-
another's objectives and determine areas cooperation; assistance with build-

Coordin-
tion, exchange data; more of mutual need and interestsarrange for -, of planning information and

ating
mutual involvement with exchange of data and identify mutual

lanninc base; greater attention

Council
planning tasks planning efforts

to counties of the maasortium's
service area that are part of this
region; potential for joint pre-

paration of grant applications for
funding, sponsorship of programs-

Fort Career Information 1. Need funding for various 1. Support f-- this would depend upon
1. Closer coordination; generally,

Wayne

Area

Planning Committee portions of the career
guidance and information

available ources
more efficient use of resources,

less duplication of efforts, pro-

Schools system being established--
local economic and employ-

ment outlook

viding system fully accessible to

CETA clients

2. Develop employer contacts 2. CETA could supply staff time to help 2. Basis for firmer coordination and

among local employers;
with employer selection; this task is

cooperation; data and information

want contacts who wi ' '_;e

willing to talk to students
(in groups or Indivieually)
and provide extensive oc-
cupationa' information for
the guidance system about
the work they dc, their
skills and background ex-
perience, and other job-

related information

almost complete . but CETA involvement

with remaining phases could yield in-
formational contacts for data, training
advisory committees, placement strategies
(in cooperation with, not at the expense

of school objectives)

for planning and operation

3. N..ed listing of major pro- 3. CETA can work together with city lanning 3. Closer coordination, cooperation

jects (construction and em- commission or economic development ':roups
among educational and economic de-

ployer-related) underway in (e.g., chamber of commerce) to supply
vrlopment agencies; maybe potential

the downtown area schools with information
data and informational sources

4. For career guidance infor-
mation system, need infor-
mation and data abo t

small employers

4. CETA can assist with the development of

information; data from employer surveys

or from county job development and place-

ment efforts could be shared with the

schools

4. Closer cooperatloa and coordination
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External Agency Staff (continued)

Agency
Name and Title of
Person Interviewed

Unmet LNI-Related Needs
Requested by Agency Suggested Procedures that CETA Can Institute Potential Use or Benefit of Activity

Fort Kathy Moses 1. For the city of Fort Wayne 1. CETA can contribute and share data which 1. Closer Involvement withfoper-
Wayne
Depart-

economic development campaign,
need to develop industrial

it collects, especially in-house MIS, and
'abor force data; city planning does not

ational aspects of economic
development; aesistance with

aPnt of Carl Bandemere targeting studies--will guide have much labor force data beyond that data collection effort4
omm- development of industrial provided by BES; CETA can assist with
ity
Devel-

opment
and

Planning

marketing strategy contribution of staff time for both data
collection that is needed for the study
and the data analysis; CETA can request
that survey designs and ocher activities
consider its data needs; CETA can request
that the planning commission share data
and analyses

2. Need to develop a coordin-
ated and comprehensive city
(and regional) approach to

2. CETA can be involved on planning councils
involved with this effort; CETA can
offer suggestions for strategies and

2. See 1 abce

industrial marketing publicity efforts; can contribute data;
develop special data and informational
packetsinformation on employer ser-
vices, available training courses, etc.;

---

CETA can review /comment upon final de-
sign of marketing campaign

.

3. Need to involve banks more 3. There is little CETA involvement for this 3. Potential source of data and
closely in the economic and effort; nerhaps banks could provide some information for planning and
industrial development mar-
keting efforts; bank involve-
ment would be an asset for
financing strategies and
tools that are needed for a
marketing campaign

LMI data that CETA could use for its re-
search and planning efforts (i.e., often
the research/loan department of a bank
will collect special data from employees)

research

.

.
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